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Descriptors: labour market reform; apprenticeship; employment protection; labour legislation; Italy.
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Descriptors: apprenticeship; vocational education; legislation; history of training; enterprise; educational reform; Lithuania.


Descriptors: financing of education; educational administration; school; assessment of learning outcomes; public finance; private finance; socio economic conditions; OECD countries.

Synthesis report on comparative analysis of the development of apprenticeship in Germany, France, the Netherlands and the UK: comparative analysis of apparent good practice in apprenticeship system /...[online]

Descriptors: apprenticeship; enterprise; vocational education; access to training; regulation; curriculum development; financing of training; England; France; Germany; Netherlands.


Descriptors: sustainable development; educational policy; environmental education; environmental protection; innovation; training policy; United Nations; Germany.


Descriptors: power industry; social partners; vocational training; EU countries.

Developing lifelong learning

Descriptors: vocational guidance; career planning; general education; legislation; vocational information; vocational school; Lithuania.


Descriptors: lifelong learning; educational policy; educational statistics; higher education; primary education; secondary education; upper secondary education; local training initiative; regional and local authority; Germany.


Descriptors: lifelong learning; job seeker; unskilled worker; older worker; employability; EU countries; Austria; Italy; Lithuania; Netherlands; Poland; Spain; Sweden; United Kingdom.


Descriptors: teacher; initial employment; teaching personnel; teacher role; survey; OECD countries.


Descriptors: teacher training; lifelong learning; curriculum; content of education; professional development; Iceland.


Descriptors: teacher training; immigration; access to education; multicultural environment; Iceland.


Descriptors: guidance service; educational guidance; vocational guidance; Finland.


Descriptors: continuing training; training centre; Luxembourg.

Descriptors: pension scheme; retirement; demography; older person; society; socio economic conditions; ageing society; Asia; Australia.

**La perception de l’éducation et de la formation tout au long de la vie par la population active: Partie 1** / Institut National pour le développement de la Formation Professionnelle Continue [Active population’s perception regarding the concept of lifelong learning: part 1.] -- In Formabref, April 2012. Luxembourg: INFPC, 2012. 8 p. April 2012 ISSN 2227-3328

Descriptors: lifelong learning; working life; Luxembourg.

**La perception de l’éducation et de la formation tout au long de la vie par la population active: Partie 2** / Institut National pour le développement de la Formation Professionnelle Continue [Active population’s perception regarding the concept of lifelong learning: part 2.] -- In Formabref, May 2012. Luxembourg: INFPC, 2012. 4 p. May 2012

Descriptors: lifelong learning; working life; Luxembourg.
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Descriptors: accreditation of training; disadvantaged group; informal learning; non formal learning; youth policy; recognition of learning outcomes; Germany.
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**Pratiques de formation des entreprises en bref**. Institut National pour le développement de la Formation Professionnelle Continue [Training practices in enterprises in brief.]. Luxembourg: INFPC, 2011. 22 p. ISSN 2220-9204

Descriptors: continuing training; enterprise; Luxembourg.
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Descriptors: higher education; adult learning; continuing education; educational policy; lifelong learning; university studies; Germany.
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Descriptors: lifelong learning; migrant training; trend; globalisation; geographical mobility; migration.


Descriptors: teacher; personal development; professionalism; Slovak Republic.
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**Flexibilität am Arbeitsmarkt durch Überstunden und Arbeitszeitkonten: Messkonzepte, Datenquellen und Ergebnisse im Kontext der IAB-Arbeitszeitrechnung / Zapf, Ines [Flexibility on the labour market via overtime and working time accounts: measurement concepts, data sources and results within the context of the Institute for Employment Research (IAB) working time calculations]. Nuremberg: IAB, 2012. 56 p. (IAB Forschungsbericht; 03/2012).**
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Descriptors: migration; migrant integration; migrant employment; demography; unskilled worker; globalisation; government policy; entrepreneurship; social integration; access to employment; labour mobility; OECD countries.


Descriptors: training research; apprenticeship; disadvantaged group; international cooperation; labour market; lifelong learning; vocational guidance; Germany.

**Languages in a global world: learning for better cultural understanding** / Della Chiesa, Bruno; Scott,
Descriptors: economic policy; forecasting; economic policy; statistical analysis; crossborder cooperation; public finance; public expenditure; OECD countries.
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